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ABSTRACT
Yahoo Answers (YA) is a large and diverse question-answer
forum, acting not only as a medium for sharing technical
knowledge, but as a place where one can seek advice, gather
opinions, and satisfy one’s curiosity about a countless number of things. In this paper, we seek to understand YA’s
knowledge sharing activity. We analyze the forum categories
and cluster them according to content characteristics and
patterns of interaction among the users. While interactions
in some categories resemble expertise sharing forums, others
incorporate discussion, everyday advice, and support. With
such a diversity of categories in which one can participate,
we find that some users focus narrowly on specific topics,
while others participate across categories. This not only allows us to map related categories, but to characterize the
entropy of the users’ interests. We find that lower entropy
correlates with receiving higher answer ratings, but only for
categories where factual expertise is primarily sought after.
We combine both user attributes and answer characteristics
to predict, within a given category, whether a particular answer will be chosen as the best answer by the asker.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g.
HCI)]: Group and Organizational Interfaces; J.0 [Computer
Applications]: General

General Terms
Measurement, Human Factors
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Online communities, question answering, social network analysis, expertise finding, help seeking, knowledge sharing

1.

INTRODUCTION

Every day, there is an enormous amount of knowledge
and expertise sharing occurring online. One of the largest
knowledge exchange communities is Yahoo! Answers (YA).
Currently, YA has approximately 23 million resolved questions. This makes YA by far the largest English-language
site devoted to questions and answers. These questions are
answered by other users, without payment. Eckhart Walther
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of Yahoo Research has claimed that “[YA is] the next generation of search... [it] is a kind of collective brain - a searchable database of everything everyone knows. It’s a culture of
generosity. The fundamental belief is that everyone knows
something” [14]. Indeed, if there is something that someone
knows, there is certainly ample opportunity to share it on
YA.
Because of the sheer size of the YA community, and its
breadth of forums, we wished to conduct a large scale analysis of knowledge sharing within YA. Knowledge sharing has
been traditionally difficult to achieve, and yet YA appeared
to have solved the problem, providing a society-wide mechanism by which to bootstrap knowledge and perhaps collective intelligence [6].
In short, we found YA to be an astonishingly active social
world with a great diversity of knowledge and opinion being exchanged. The knowledge shared in YA is very broad
(in several senses) but generally not very deep. In this paper, we examine YA’s diversity of questions and answers,
the breadth of answering, and the quality of those answers.
Accordingly, we analyze the YA categories (or forums), using network and non-network analysis, finding that some
resemble a technical expertise sharing forum, while others
have a different dynamics (support, advice, or discussion).
We then use the concept of entropy to measure knowledge
spread based on a user’s answer patterns across categories.
We find that having lower entropy, or equivalently, higher
focus, correlates with the proportion of best answers given
in a particular category. However, this is only true for categories where requests for factual answers dominate. Finally,
we examine answer quality and find that we can use replier
and answer attributes to predict which answers are more
likely to be rated as best.
First, however, we discuss the prior literature and describe
YA.

2.

PRIOR WORK

Sharing knowledge has been a research topic for at least 15
years. At first, it was largely studied within organizational
settings (e.g., Davenport and Prusak [4]), but now Internetscale knowledge sharing is of considerable interest. This
knowledge sharing includes repositories (including those socially constructed as with Wikipedia [8]) as well as online
forums designed for sharing knowledge and expertise. As
mentioned, these forums promise– and often deliver – being
able to tap other users’ expertise to answer all sorts of questions – from mundane and everyday questions to complex
and expert ones.

In general, there is a large body of literature examining online interaction spaces, especially Usenet. Four perspectives
were important for this study. The first attempts to understand different forums (or newsgroups in Usenet). Whittaker
et al. [22] conducted an insightful quantitative data analysis on a large sample of Usenet newsgroups, uncovering the
general demographic patterns (i.e. number of users, message length, and thread depth). Interesting findings in their
work included the highly unequal levels of participation in
newsgroups, cross-posting behaviors across different newsgroups, and a common ground model designed to explore
relations between demographics, conversational strategies,
and interactivity.
This line of research also used social network analysis to
examine forums. For example, Kou and Zhang [25] used network analysis to study the asking-replying network structure
in bulletin board systems and found that people’s online interactions patterns are highly affected by their personal interest spaces. Fischer et al. [7] and Turner et al. [18] developed visualization techniques to observe various interaction
patterns in Usenet groups. These visualization techniques
have been very helpful in understanding the big picture of
these large online interaction spaces.
While the work above mostly focused on the forum level,
there have also been studies focusing on the user level. Wenger
[19] discussed the importance of different roles in online communities and how they affect community formation and continuation. Nonnecke & Preece [15] studied lurker behavior
in different online forums. Donath [5] explored techniques
to mine users’ virtual identities and detect deception in online communities. Recently, Welser et al. [20] argued that
one can use users’ ego- networks as “structural signature” to
identify “discussion persons” and “answer persons” in online
forums. This work described role differences in online communities and provided insights on how to analyze user level
data. However, the work lacks a strong quantitative basis.
There has also been work focusing on the thread and message level. For example, Sack [16] used visualization to show
that there are various conversation patterns in discussion
threads. Using message level content analysis, Joyce and
Kraut [2, 9] studied whether the formulation of a newcomer’s
post and related responses influenced whether they continue
to participate.
Besides studying the conversation patterns in online communities, researchers have also focused on understanding
why people participate in and contribute to online communities. This work has usually been based on small scale data
collection and surveys (e.g., Lakhani and von Hippel [11] and
Butler et al. [3]), and has informed our study by delineating
possible reasons why users engage in different activities in
YA.
In our own work, we have been studying one kind of online
forum, online expertise sharing communities – those spaces
devoted to answering one another’s technical questions. We
analyzed a technical question answering community (Java
Forum) and explored algorithms using network structure to
evaluate expertise levels in [23]. Using simulations, we explored possible social settings and dynamics that may affect
the interaction patterns and network structures in online
communities [24]. The goal of these studies was to design
better systems and online spaces to support people in sharing knowledge and expertise in the Internet age.

During the course of our studies, we realized that relatively little is known about extremely large scale knowledge
sharing and expertise distribution through online communities. YA presents an excellent place to study this problem
because of its breadth of topic and high level of participation. More importantly, YA is a space that was designed for
the sole purpose of knowledge sharing, although as we will
see, it is used for much more. To our knowledge, there have
been only two studies examining YA to date. Su et al. [17]
used YA’s answer ratings to test the quality of human reviewed data on the Internet. Kim et al. [10] studied the
selection criteria for best answers in YA using content analysis and human coding. This has left open both the need for
a large scale systematic analysis of YA, and the opportunity
to study the depth and breadth of direct knowledge sharing
from several perspectives that are only visible in such a large
space.

3.

YAHOO ANSWERS AND DATA SET

The format of interaction on YA is entirely through questions and answers. A user posts a question, and other users
reply directly to that question with their answers. On YA,
questions and their answers are posted within categories.
YA has 25 top-level and 1002 (continually expanding) lower
level categories. The categories range from software to celebrities to riddles to physics to politics. There are some “fact”based threads, such as the following from the Programming
& Design (Programming) category. In this thread, a user
asks for information on how to read a file using the C programming language1 .
Q: How to read a binary file in C ?
I want to know what function from which header I
must use to read a binary file. I will need to know
how big a file is in byte. Then I want to move N byte
into a char * variable.

She garners two responses. One is:
use the function fopen() with the last parameter as
"rb" (read, binary).

The other, selected as the “best answer” by the asker, is
more detailed:
#include <stdio.h>
FILE *fp;
fp = fopen("Data.txt", "rb");
fseek(fp, 0, SEEK_END);
filesize = ftell(fp);
rewind(fp);
fread(DataChar, 5000, 1, fp);
fclose(fp);

This is a typical level of depth and complexity of the questions and answers for the Programming category. Indeed,
many questions and their answers on YA are relatively simple. For example, math and science categories appear to be
dominated by high school students seeking easy solutions
to their homework. Not all categories are strictly focused
around expertise seeking, however. The following question
is from the Cancer category and appears to be soliciting
both help and support:
"My uncle was recently diagnosed with some rare cancer
and does not have medical insurance. He has tried to apply
for medical but has been denied. He does not have much
money because he had to quit his job because he is getting
too weak. Who can help him?"
1
We anonymized any identifying data and reworded the
questions slightly for publication

4.
4.1

CHARACTERIZING YA CATEGORIES
Basic characteristics

Based on an initial examination of YA, we expected that
every category would have some mix of requests for factual
information, advice seeking, and social conversation or discussion. While it would be difficult to determine the precise mix for each category without reading the individual
posts, we can indirectly infer the category type by observing
characteristics such as average thread length (the number of
replies per post) and average post length (how verbose the
answers are). Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of such data,
with several categories highlighted.
We observe that factual answers on technical subjects such
as Programming, Chemistry, and Physics will tend to attract few replies, but those replies will be relatively lengthy.
In fact, all of the math and science subcategories have a
relatively low answer-to-question ratio, from 2 answers per
question in chemistry to 4 answers per math question. Astronomy has a higher question-answer ratio at 7, due to occasional questions about extraterrestrial travel and life that
garner many replies (e.g. “What will you think if NASA
comes clean about UFOs?” attracted 21 answers in 3 hours).
In fact, the one science subcategory that stands out starkly
is Alternative Science with 12 replies on average per question. These questions deal with the paranormal and by their
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This question has appeared at least twice, once garnering 33
answers and once garnering 50. While one might expect a
large question-answer forum to show a more diverse range of
behavior than a narrowly focused software forum, we were
nevertheless surprised to see the full range of topic and user
types previously seen in general online newsgroups [7].
It is important to note that these discussions are constrained by the setup of the YA system for technical expertise sharing with a strict question and answer format.
Threads must still start with a question. YA users discuss
by answering the question, not by addressing one another.
Furthermore one cannot answer more than once nor can
one answer oneself, making Usenet-type discussions difficult.
This clearly changes the thread interactions relative to other
online systems.
In order to study the characteristics and dynamics of YA
in a systematic manner, we harvested one month of YA activity. The dataset includes 8,452,337 answers to 1,178,983
questions, with 433,402 unique repliers and 495,414 unique
askers. Of those users, 211,372 both asked and replied.
These numbers are already a hint to the diversity of user
behavior in YA. Many users make very few posts. Even
those who actively post will sometimes reply without asking
much, while others do the opposite. These behaviors will
vary by YA category, so we will briefly describe our analysis
of those categories first.
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Who is the better actress, Angelina Jolie or Jennifer
Aniston?
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This question received 10 answers, including a pointer to
the local cancer society office. On average, a question in the
Cancer category receives 5.2 replies, and only 6% go unanswered. What is surprising is just how much of the interaction in YA is in fact pure discussion, in spite of the questionanswer format. There are many categories where questions
are asking for neither expertise nor support, but rather opinion and conversation. For example, in the celebrity category,
one finds the following question:
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Figure 1: Thread length vs. post length, with some
categories labeled.

very nature can lead to long discussions. (A typical question might be: “Can you use a RMS Multimeter for Ghost
Hunting?”)
On the other extreme are categories with many short
replies. The Jokes and Riddles category contains many jokes
whose implicit question is “Is this funny?” Most of the replies
are short, “hahaha. that’s funny” or “I’ve heard that one before”. Also in this corner of the figure is the category Baby
Names, where threads center around brainstorming and suggestions of names, and many users chime in (24 people per
question on average).
We can recognize discussion categories, those attracting
many replies of moderate length: sports categories like Wrestling, as well as other categories such as Philosophy, Religion, and Politics. Also among those categories attracting
many replies of moderate length are topics where many individuals have some experience and advice is sought. These
include Marriage & Divorce Marriage and several parentingrelated categories for newborns, toddlers, grade schoolers,
and adolescents. The Cats and Dogs categories generate
fairly long threads of moderate reply lengths as well.
Another distinguishing characteristic for categories is the
asker/replier overlap: whether the people who pose questions are also the ones who reply. In a forum where users
share technical expertise, but the majority of askers are
novices, one might expect that the population of askers and
repliers is rather distinct [18]. Those who have expertise
will primarily answer, while those who do not have it will be
posing the majority of the questions. In a forum centered on
advice and support, users may seek and offer both, becoming
both askers and repliers. In a discussion forum, both asking and replying are ways of continuing the conversation. It
is therefore unsurprising that the technical categories have
a lower overlap in users who are both askers and repliers,
while the discussion forums have the highest overlap. We
will revisit this question in Section 5.1.

4.2

Cluster analysis of categories

We calculated several aggregate measurements for each
category. The activity in each category ranged from 216,061
questions in Singles & Dating, to 129,013 questions about
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Figure 3: Distributions of indegree (number of users
one has received answers from) and outdegree (number of users one has answered)
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Figure 2: Clustering of categories by thread length
and overlap between askers and repliers

Religion and Spirituality, 48,624 Mathematics questions, and
only 5 questions on Dining Out in Switzerland. We classified
the most active categories (> 1000 posted questions) using
k-means clustering on three primary metrics: thread length,
content length, and asker/replier overlap. The thread length
for a category is given by the average number of responses
for each answered question. Content length is given by the
average number of characters in all responses within a category. The asker/replier overlap is the cosine similarity between the asking and replying frequency for each user. The
analysis considers 189 categories, which together constitute
over 91% of all questions posed on YA.
We find that clustering the categories into three groups
yields a result we find the most intuitively meaningful. Figure 2 shows how these three clusters are distributed according to thread length and asker/replier overlap.
The first cluster consists of discussion forums (green triangles in Figure 2), having a high proportion of users who
both pose and answer questions. In these categories, users
discuss likely winners in various sports categories, squabble
over partisan issues in Politics, or debate the true nature of
a god in the Religion & Spirituality category. These kinds
of stimulating questions tend to attract long thread lengths.
The second cluster (blue diamonds) consists of categories
in which people both seek and provide advice and commonsense expertise on questions where there may be several legitimate answers or no single factual answer. Perhaps because there is rarely a definitive answer, and at the same
time many feel qualified to give advice, the threads tend to
be long. This cluster includes the categories Fashion, Baby
Names, Fast Food, Cats, and Dogs.
In the third cluster (red squares), we observe categories
where many questions have factual answers, e.g. identifying
a spider based on markings. People tend to either ask or reply, and thread lengths tend to be shorter. These categories
include Biology, Repairs, and Programming.
In next section, we examine the question-answer dynamics
further by analyzing how network structure differs in representative categories for each of these clusters. This more
carefully considers how expertise and knowledge is arranged
and structured in YA.

4.3

Network structure analysis

By connecting users who ask questions to users who answer them, we can create an asker-replier graph; we call
these QA networks. The analysis of QA networks sheds
light on important aspects of interaction that are not easily captured by non-network measures. In this section, we
examine three categories whose social dynamics are typical
of the three clusters: Wrestling, Marriage & Divorce (Marriage), and Programming & Design (Programming).

4.3.1

Degree distributions

Figure 3 shows the number of people one has answered
(outdegree) and the number of people one has received replies
from (indegree) for categories corresponding to each of the
three clusters. From these figures we can see that the users
differ in their activity level in all three categories. Some answer many questions, others merely stop by to ask or answer
a question or two. On the other extreme there were users
who asked or answered dozens of questions. Second, we can
also see that there are differences among these three categories. Although all three categories display heavy tailed
distributions, Marriage and Wrestling have much broader
indegree distributions, with a few people receiving thousands responses in the one month sample considered in this
study. In contrast, the most active users posing questions in
Programming initiated threads garnering only a few dozen
replies.
In general, forums in Yahoo answers tend to have broad
outdegree distributions. In the Programming category this
reflects a few highly active individuals who consistently help
others with their tasks and problems, but do not necessarily
ask for help themselves. In the Marriage category, these
could be users who regularly offer advice, or are there for the
fun of discussion, as is the case in the Wrestling category.
Note that this separation of roles is evident even when one
considers whether a user posted a single question or answer.
For instance, in Programming, about 57% of the users who
asked questions did not answer any during this time period,
and similarly 51% who answered questions did not ask. As
seen in Figure 2, of the three categories, wrestling has the
most significant overlap in asking/replying activity, followed
by Marriage and Programming.

4.3.2

Analysis of ego networks

Welser et al. [20] suggested that one can distinguish an
“answer person” from a “discussion person” in online forums
by looking at users’ ego networks. Each ego network consists

(a) Programming

(b) Marriage

(c) Wrestling

Figure 4: Sampled ego networks of three selected categories

Table 1: Summary statistics for selected QA networks
Category
Nodes
Edges Avg. Mutual
SCC
deg.
edges
Wrestling
9,959
56,859 7.02
1,898 13.5%
Program. 12,538
18,311 1.48
0 0.01%
Marriage 45,090 164,887 3.37
179 4.73%

of the user, the ties to other users the person interacts with
directly, and interactions between those users. Thus, one can
examine what types of users appear in different categories.
Figure 4 shows the ego networks of 100 randomly sampled
users from the three categories.
From this figure, we can see that the neighbors of some
of the highly active users in Wrestling are themselves highly
connected, which indicates that they are more likely to be
“discussion persons”. On the contrary, in the Programming
category, the most active users are “answer people” because
most of their neighbors, the people they are helping, are not
connected [20] .

4.3.3

Strongly connected components

Given that some people reply almost exclusively, and others ask almost exclusively, it is unclear whether these categories contain giant strongly connected components (SCCs).
Strongly connected components represent those sets of users,
such that one user can be reached from any other, following
directed edges from asker to replier. A large SCC indicates
the presence of a community where many users interact, directly or indirectly. Table 1 gives the sizes of the SCCs and
other general statistics of the networks of the three selected
categories.
From this table, we can see, consistent with the degree
distributions shown above, that the Wrestling category is
more connected. More importantly, it has a strongly connected component and a relatively large number of mutual
edges (two users who have answered each other’s questions),
which indicates that there may be a core social group forming in this category. There is almost no strongly connected
component in Programming (even a random network of this
size and density should have a modestly sized SCC), and

reciprocal edges are entirely absent. We believe that this is
due to the separation of roles of “helpers” and “askers” in
the Programming category. The Marriage category lies inbetween. The proportion of mutual edges is small, but not
zero, and the giant component is small, but not absent. We
delve into this further in the next section.

4.3.4

Motif analysis

Motif analysis allows one to discover small local patterns
of interaction that are indicative of particular social dynamics. Here we focus on all possible directed interactions between three connected users within a forum. Figure 5 displays the motif profiles of the three selected categories, showing, for example, how often interactions are reciprocal (the
asker becomes the replier for another question) and how often the triads are complete (three users who have all replied
to one another). These profiles are constructed by counting
the actual frequency of each triad in the QA network for
that category, and then comparing that frequency against
the expected frequency for randomized versions of the same
network [13, 12, 21].
From Figure 5, we can see that all three categories have
a significantly expressed feed forward loop (see triad 38 in
the figure) compared to random networks. In this motif,
a user is helped by two others, but one of the helpers has
helped the other helper. The motif, most pronounced in the
Programming category, indicates a common characteristic
in help-seeking online communities where people with high
levels of expertise are willing to help people of all levels,
while people of lower expertise help those with even less
expertise than their own [23].
As well, we can see that both the Wrestling and Marriage
categories have a high number of fully reciprocal triads, indicating symmetric interaction. Another triad that is significant in these two categories involves two users who have
replied to one another (who may be regulars in the forum)
and have also replied to a third user, perhaps someone who
is just briefly joining the discussion to ask a question. Interestingly, the triad of two users who have replied to one
another, and have also both received replies from a third
user, is not significant for Programming; it would imply that
the regulars who have had a chance to reply to one another’s
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Figure 5: Motif profiles of selected categories
programming questions are drawing answers from less active
users. It is a significant motif, however, for both Wrestling
and Marriage. Perhaps there even questions posed by regulars are of an inviting nature.

4.4

Expertise depth

Is expertise being shared? We have already alluded to
the relative simplicity of many questions. It often seems
as though users are sharing the answers to one another’s
homework questions. To determine the depth of the questions asked in YA, we rated 100 randomly selected questions
from the Programming category. We rated these questions
into 5 levels of expertise (as discussed in [23]). In this rating
scheme, level 3 expertise is that of a student with a year’s
experience in a programming topic, for example, someone
who could pull details from an API specification. A level
4 expert, on the other hand, would be a professional programmer, someone with experience in implementation or
deployment issues and their effects on design (such as compiled Java applications and their speed). We found only one
question (1%) in the Programming category that required
expertise above level 3. In short, the questions are very
shallow. This is not a definitive test, of course, but it indicates that YA is very broad but not very deep. We explore
that breadth in the next section.

5.

EXPERTISE AND KNOWLEDGE ACROSS
CATEGORIES

Given the wide variety of behavior and interests in the different forums, we saw an opportunity to describe how knowledge and expertise are spread across different domains. In
this section, we describe the breadth of YA from two perspectives. The first considers the extent to which users who
are actively answer questions in one category are also likely
to do so in another. The second measures users’ entropy,
namely the breadth of topics their answers fall in.

5.1

Relationships between categories

By tracking answer patterns, it is easy to discern related
categories, shown in Figure 6(a), where people who answer
questions in one category are likely to answer questions in
related categories. Computer-centric categories, including
Computers & Internet, Consumer Electronics, Yahoo! Products, and Games & Recreation (dominated by questions
about video and online games), are all clustered together.
Similarly, Politics and Government is linked to News and

Events, while the Home and Garden category is linked to
Food and Drink, which is in turn linked to Dining Out, which
is in turn linked to the topic of Local Businesses. The above
cross-category correlations suggest a focus of interest on the
part of the users.
Reply patterns only reveal the topics that a user feels
comfortable discussing. The overlap of asking and replying patterns, on the other hand, indicates whether people
who reply regarding one topic are likely to ask questions in
the same topic or another. In Figure 6(b), we can observe
that users are likely to post both questions and replies in the
same forum, if that forum deals with topics that are prone to
discussions: Sports, Politics, and Society & Culture (including Religion). Topics dominated by straightforward factual
questions, such as those found in the Education & Reference
and Science & Math subcategories, have a smaller percentage of users who both seek and offer help. Most users almost
exclusively either ask for help (as mentioned, many apparently looking for easy answers to their homework questions),
or provide help without posing questions of their own.
Other interesting patterns emerge when one looks at question/ answer patterns across categories. As a silly hypothetical example, consider users who answer many car repair
questions, but may need a bit of advice about beauty and
style. As amusing as it would be to find this connection, we
find that those posting answers about cars and transportation tend not to ask for help in other categories, as much
as people answering in other categories asked for help with
cars. In fact, sports and politics were the only other large
categories from which the helpers were less likely to be the
ones asking questions about beauty and style.
No matter the category that users post answers in, they
almost uniformly also ask about Yahoo products, including
YA itself. Health was a category that many users asked
questions in, no matter where else they answered. But it was
also a category that many offered help in. The latter was also
true of Family & Relationships, but asking questions about
relationships typically did not correlate with answering in
other categories. There was again an asymmetry between
technical and support categories: people who answered in
Relationships, Health, or Parenting tended to ask in the
Computers & Internet category, while the opposite was not
true: those answering in Computers & Internet did not have
a high proportion of questions in Health, Relationships, or
Parenting.
The above connections between categories are apparent
because at least some users are not replying in all categories

1 Pets
2 Sports
3 Business & Finance
4 Cars &Transportation
5 Yahoo! Products
6 Computers & Internet
7 Consumer & Electronics
8 Games & Recreation
9 News & Events
10 Politics & Government
11 Social Science
12 Science & Mathematics
13 Education & Reference
14 Arts & Humanities
15 Society & Culture
16 Entertainment & Music
17 Pregnancy & Parenting
18 Beauty & Style
19 Family & Relationships
20 Health
21 Home & Garden
22 Food & Drink
23 Travel
24 Dining Out
(a)
(b)
25 Local Businesses
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122232425
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122232425

Figure 6: Similarities between categories: a) overlap in users who replied in both categories, ordered usHome
Research
Blank
Blog
Links
ing hierarchical clustering b) overlap in users who answered in one category (rows) and asked in another
(columns). A cosine similarity was used in both, but the shades correspond to different scales.
at random; they have a certain degree of focus. So while
YA gives the opportunity to individuals to seek and share
knowledge on a myriad of different topics, any individual
user is likely to only do so for a limited range. In the next
section, we will turn to studying YA on the individual level
in order to pinpoint just how broad users’ participation is.

cars & transportation

5.2

maintenance & repairs

User entropy

We sought a measure that would capture the degree of
concentration in a person’s reply patterns to particular topics. Entropy is just such a measure – the more concentrated
a person’s answers, the lower the entropy, and the higher
the focus. We also wanted our entropy measure to capture
the hierarchical organization of the categories, such that a
user who answers in a variety of subcategories of the same
top level category would have a lower entropy than someone who answered in the same number of subcategories, but
with each falling into different top level categories.
X
HL = −
pL,i log(pL,i )
i

Figure 7 illustrates a hypothetical user’s distribution of questions. To obtain the total entropy for a user, we first calculate the entropy HL for each level separately.
X
HT =
HL
L

The users’ apparent breadth depends in part on the extent
of their activity in terms of the number of posted answers.
This activity level varies considerably among users, as we
observed in section 4.3.1. In order to discern whether users
are truly focused on just a few topics, or simply had not
been active enough to reveal their full range of interests, we
selected just the 41, 266 users who had posted at least 40
replies in the month of our crawl. Among those users, we
can observe a range of entropies. For one user, who describes
herself as a dog trainer who shows shelties at dog shows,
we find that all her answers are in the Dog subcategory.
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Figure 7: llustration of the hierarchical entropy
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Therefore her entropy is 0. On the other end of the spectrum
is a user whose 40 questions are scattered among 17 of the
25 top-level categories and 26 subcategories. He posted no
more than 4 answers in any one category and his combined
2-level entropy is 5.75.
Figure 8(a) shows the entropy distribution of all users who
posted 40 or more questions. The distribution is surprisingly
flat. It is not the case that only a few users are very diverse.
Rather, some users have a very low entropy, but higher entropies are relatively common, until one encounters a limit in
terms of the number of possible categories that are specified
by the YA hierarchy.
We also examined the proportion of best answers by users.
(Again, best answers are those answers rated as such by
the asker or voted as such by YA users.) This distribution,
shown in Figure 8(b), is skewed, with a mode around 6-8%
best answers. Some users obtain much higher percentages
of best answers. In the next section we will correlate the
two metrics applied to users in order to determine whether
being focused corresponds to greater success in having one’s
answers rated as best.

3000
number of users
1000
0
0 1 2 3 4
entropy

(a)
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Table 2: Entropy within a category and % best
level 1 category(ies)
Pearson ρ(entropy,score)
computers & internet
−0.22∗∗∗
science and math
family & relationships
−0.13∗∗∗
sports
-0.01

number of users
0 2000 6000 10000

5000

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
percent best answer

(b)

Figure 8: The distribution of (a) entropy and (b)
proportion of best answers for users who had answered at least 40 questions.
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Table 3: Correlation between focus and % best
moderate
low
none
ρ > 0.1∗∗∗
0.05 < ρ < 0.1∗∗ ρ < 0.05
physics
programming
marriage&divorce
chemistry
gardening
wrestling
math
dogs
alternative medicine
biology
hobbies&crafts
religion & spirituality
Y! products cooking&recipes baby names

Correlating focus to best answers

Intuitively, one might expect that users who are focused to
a limited range of topics tend to have their answers selected
as best more frequently. For example, a dog trainer/breeder
who answers questions about dogs may be expected to have
a higher proportion of best answers because all of her answers are focused on her specialty. Interestingly, we found
no correlation between the total entropy of a user across
all categories and their overall percentage of best answers
(ρ = −0.02, p < 10−3 ). Users do not provide better answers
(at least according to their best answer count) when they
specialize. The value of the correlation has the correct sign
(more scattered users have a lower proportion of best answers), but is only significant because of the large number
of users.
While it may well be the case that posting answers in
several discussion forums does not correlate with whether
others like those answers, we still expected to see a correlation in some cases. From our earlier examination of the
different categories, we know that only some topics reflect
requesting and sharing factual information. This brings to
question what the criteria for best answer selection are in
other forums. In support forums, the best answer may be
the one with the most empathy or most caring advice. In a
discussion forum, the best answer may be the one that agrees
with the askers’ opinions, while for entertainment categories,
the wittiest reply may win. A previous study that sampled
users comments upon selecting a best answer to their question found that content value (such as accuracy and detail)
was used in selecting the best answer in just 17% of the
cases, compared to 33% for socio-emotional value, including
agreement, affect, and emotional support[21].
Another idiosyncrasy of selecting just one best answer, instead of rating individual ones, is that there may be several
good answers, but only one is selected. In a preliminary
analysis, we randomly sampled 100 questions each from categories of Programming, Cancer and Celebrity and coded
them according to how well they answered the question.
We found that replies selected as best answers were indeed
mostly best answers for the question. For those best answers
not rated as the best answer by us, we found that they could
still be second or third best answers. This beneficial glut of
good answers means that even if a user always provides good
answers, we may not be able to discern this, because their
good answer will not always be selected as best, depending

on how many other replies were posted. This means that
users focusing on categories with a high answer-to-question
ratio will on average have a lower best answer percentage,
and any correlation between user attributes and this percentage will be weakened by the noise introduced through
answers being pitted against one another for first place.
Despite these caveats, we still expected lower entropy to
be correlated with performance for categories where many
questions were of a technical or factual nature. To verify this
claim we computed separate second level entropies, shown
in Table 2, for several first level categories. Indeed, for the
technical categories of Computers & Internet and Science &
Math, we find a significant correlation between the users’
entropy within those top level categories and their scores.
The correlation is weaker, but still present for the adviceladen category of Family & Relationships. It is absent in
the discussion category of Sports.
Finally, we used a very simple measure, the proportion of a
user’s answers in the category, and correlated it with a user’s
proportion of best answers in that category across all of YA.
We found that for technical categories, focus tends to correlate with better scores. For categories that still require some
domain knowledge to answer questions, there was a weaker,
but significant correlation. Lastly, in discussion categories,
there was no relationship between focus and score within
that category. A listing of typical categories for each level
of correlation is shown in Table 3. Note the predominance
of a single cluster corresponding to low asker-replier overlap
and short thread length for the categories where correlation
between focus and score is highest.

6.

PREDICTING BEST ANSWERS

So far, we have observed distinct question-answer dynamics in different forums. We have also observed a range of
interests among users – some focusing quite narrowly on a
particular topic, while many participate in several forums at
once. Furthermore, focusing on a particular category (having low entropy) only correlated with obtaining “best” ratings for one’s answers in categories where questions centered
on factual or technical content. Here, we test our ability to
predict whether an answer will be selected as the best answer, as a function of several variables, some of which will
correspond closely with our previous observations. A com-

Table 4: Predicting the best answer
Programming Marriage Wrestling
reply length
+ ∗ ∗∗
+ ∗ ∗∗
+ ∗ ∗∗
thread length
− ∗ ∗∗
− ∗ ∗∗
− ∗ ∗∗
user # best ans. + ∗ ∗∗
+ ∗ ∗∗
+ ∗ ∗∗
user # replies
− ∗ ∗∗
− ∗ ∗∗
− ∗ ∗∗
prediction
0.729
0.693
0.692
accuracy
+ (positive coefficient), - (negative coefficient)
*(p<0.05),** (p < 0.01), *** (p < 0.001)
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plementary, and concurrent, study of question and answer
quality was performed by Agichtein et al. [1].
We constructed randomly selected balanced sets of answers that were and were not chosen as best answers. We
excluded those instances where the answer was the only answer, which would make it very likely to be selected as best.
We then ran a logistic regression on a number of variables.
We omitted entropy and focus measures because the majority of users had posted too few replies to produce meaningful entropy values. We ran a logistic regression to predict
whether an answer would be selected as best, and performed
a ten-fold cross-validation to obtain a prediction accuracy,
with a baseline of 0.5 for random guesses.
Table 4 summarizes the prediction results for the three
categories from the category clusters. For all categories, the
length of the reply and the number of other answers the
asker had to choose from were the two most significant features. We can achieve about 62% prediction accuracy across
all three categories based on answer length alone – showing a preference by the asker for receiving lengthier replies.
Figure 9 shows the difference in length distribution for best
answers and non-best answers in the Programming category.
Also important is the track record of the user, in terms of
the number of other answers posted within the category, and
how many were selected as best. This feature proved more
predictive for the Programming category than for either the
Marriage or Wrestling categories. Interestingly, the number of best answers users provide outside of the category
is not significant, once their track record within the category is taken into account. The simple number of replies (a
user’s activity level) improves the odds of an answer being
selected a best answer only slightly; and once the number
of best answers by the user is taken into account, the coefficient actually becomes negative to reflect a higher number
of non-best answers given by the user.
Our results for Yahoo Answers stand in stark contrast to
our previous analysis of Sun’s Java Forum, where the number of previous replies strongly correlated with the expertise
level as judged by independent human raters. Here, we see
that when the raters are the askers themselves, there is a
preference for longer answers, but not always by more active repliers. It would of course be interesting to pit the
askers’ choice of best answer against best answers selected
by experts in the subject. It would also be interesting to examine whether frequency of replies correlates with expertise
level, and even whether there is as much of a differentiation
in expertise level on a general community such as Yahoo
Answers, as opposed to a specialized community such as the
Java Forum. We leave these and other questions for future
work.

●

Figure 9: Difference in length between answers selected as best by the asker or other users, and those
that were not selected.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

Yahoo Answers is a large and diverse question answer
community, acting not only as a medium for knowledge sharing, but as a place to seek advice, gather opinions, and satisfy one’s curiosity about things which may not have a single
best answer. One may dispute the validity of the knowledge
in Alternative Science and even the degree of knowledge in
Celebrities. However, the YA participants believe this is
knowledge, and they are certainly exchanging it.
We took advantage of the range of user behavior in YA
to inquire into several aspects of question-answer dynamics. First, we contrasted content properties and social network interactions across different YA categories (or topics).
We found that we could cluster the categories according
to thread length and overlap between the set of users who
asked and those who replied. Discussion topics or topics
that did not focus on factual answers tended to have longer
threads, broader distributions of activity levels, and their
users tended to participate by both posing and replying to
questions. On the other hand, YA categories favoring factual
questions (what are usually called question-answer forums)
had shorter thread lengths on average and users typically did
not occupy both a helper and asker role in the same forum.
We found differing interaction motifs in the question-answer
networks corresponding to these distinct dynamics. Consistent with prior work on online forums, we found that the
ego-networks easily revealed YA categories where discussion
threads, even in this constrained question-answer format,
tended to dominate.
Second, we identified related categories, by asking whether
a user who answers questions in one category is also likely to
answer in another. We found many expected relationships
between categories about related topics, but also some interesting asymmetries when linking asking questions in one
category with answering questions in another. Many users
answered questions about familiar topics such as Family &
Relationships, no matter where they tended to ask their
questions. On the other hand, users who answered in specialized, technical categories, such as Car Maintenance &

Repair or Computers & Internet, asked fewer questions in
other categories, where the users they were helping predominantly supplied answers.
This led us to examine the range of knowledge that users
share across the many categories of YA. We found that while
many users are quite broad, answering questions in many
different categories, this was of a mild detriment for specialized, technical categories. In those categories, users who
focused the most (had a lower entropy and a higher proportion of answers just in that category) tended to have their
answers selected as best more often.
Finally, we attempted to predict best answers based on attributes of the question and the replier. Our results showed
that just the very basic metric of reply length, along with
the number of competing answers, and the track record of
the user, was most predictive of whether the answer would
be selected. The number of other best answers by a user,
a potential indicator of expertise, was predictive of an answer being selected as best, but most significantly so for the
technically focused Programming category.
In future work we would like to further examine the level of
expertise being shared on YA. By democratizing knowledge
sharing, YA has accomplished a large feat – everyone knows
something, and through our analysis, we know that many
know even several things and can share them on YA. But it
remains unclear whether depth was sacrificed for breadth.
We would like to know whether different incentive mechanisms could encourage YA participation by top level experts
– who may currently still prefer more specialized, boutique
forums – while at the same time allowing the rest of us to
get our everyday, simple questions answered.
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